
Suggested Reading for Grades 6-12           2021 
 
FICTION 
 
Altebrando, Tara. Take Me With You (2020) 
United by the requirement to take care of a mysterious, electronic cube, Eden, Eli, Marwan, and Ilanka are driven ever 
further apart, and disobeying the device has life-threatening consequences. 
YA FIC ALTEBRANDO, e-book 
 
Bashardoust, Melissa. Girl, Serpent, Thorn (2020) 
Soraya, a princess cursed to be poisonous to the touch, has lived eighteen years in the shadows but as her twin brother's 
wedding approaches, she faces choices with unimaginable consequences. 
YA FIC BASHARDOUST, YA PLAYAWAY BASHARDOUST, e-book, e-audio 
 
Brown, Echo. Black Girl Unlimited (2020) 
From age six through her high school valedictory speech, believing she and her mother are wizards helps young Echo 
cope with poverty, hunger, her mother's drug abuse, and much more. 
YA FIC BROWN, e-book, e-audio 
 
Callender, Kacen. Felix Ever After (2020) 
Felix Love, a transgender seventeen-year-old, attempts to get revenge by catfishing his anonymous bully, but lands in a 
quasi-love triangle with his former enemy and his best friend. 
YA FIC CALLENDER, e-book, e-audio 
 
Carson, Rae. The Empire of Dreams (2020) 
Red Sparkle Stone is a foundling orphan with an odd name and a veiled past, but she's about to be adopted into the 
royal family-- by Empress Elisa herself. When the empress's greatest rival blocks the adoption, Red is left with no family 
and no future. Determined to find her place, Red hatches a daring plan: she will prove herself as a recruit for the world's 
most elite fighting force, the legendary Royal Guard-- something no woman has done before. As someone puts 
everything she loves at risk, it will be up to Red and her friends-- and maybe some enemies--to save the empire. If they 
can survive recruitment year. 
YA FIC CARSON, e-book, e-audio 
 
Cass, Keira. The Betrothed (2020) 
When King Jameson declares his love for Lady Hollis Brite, Hollis is shocked--and thrilled. After all, she's grown up at 
Keresken Castle, vying for the king's attention alongside other daughters of the nobility. Capturing his heart is a dream 
come true. But Hollis soon realizes that falling in love with a king and being crowned queen may not be the happily ever 
after she thought it would be. And when she meets a commoner with the mysterious power to see right into her heart, 
she finds that the future she really wants is one that she never thought to imagine. 
YA FIC CASS, e-book, e-audio 
 
Chee, Traci. We Are Not Free (2020) *2021 Printz Honor Book 
For fourteen-year-old budding artist Minoru Ito, her two brothers, her friends, and the other members of the Japanese-
American community in southern California, the three months since Pearl Harbor was attacked have become a waking 
nightmare: attacked, spat on, and abused with no way to retaliate--and now things are about to get worse, their lives 
forever changed by the mass incarcerations in the relocation camps. 
YA FIC CHEE, e-book, e-audio 
 
Clare, Cassandra. Chain of Gold (2020) 
Cordelia Carstairs, a Shadowhunter trained to battle demons, travels with her brother to London where they reconnect 
with childhood friends but soon must face devastating demon attacks in the quarantined city. 
YA FIC CLARE, e-book, e-audio 



 
Coats, J. Anderson. Spindle and Dagger (2020) 
Wales, 1109. Three years ago, a warband raided Elen's home. Her baby sister could not escape the flames. Her older 
sister fought back and almost killed the warband's leader, Owain ap Cadwgan, before being killed herself. Despite Elen's 
own sexual assault at the hands of the raiders, she saw a chance to live and took it. She healed Owain's wound and spun 
a lie: Owain ap Cadwgan, son of the king of Powys, cannot be killed, not by blade nor blow nor poison. Owain ap 
Cadwgan has the protection of Saint Elen, as long as he keeps her namesake safe from harm and near him always. For 
three years, Elen has had plenty of food, clothes to wear, and a bed to sleep in that she shares with the man who 
brought that warband to her door. Then Owain abducts Nest, the wife of a Norman lord, and her three children, 
triggering full-out war. As war rages, and her careful lies threaten to unravel, Elen begins to look to Nest and see a 
different life -- if she can decide, once and for all, where her loyalties lie. 
YA FIC COATS, e-book 
 
Culli, Lindsey Roth. Say Yes Summer (2020) 
Before heading off to college in the fall, Rachel Walls decides to give in to the universe for the summer and say yes to 
everything, bringing her friendship, new experiences, and, if she lets her guard down, love. 
YA FIC CULLI, e-book 
 
Fukuda, Andrew. This Light Between Us (2020) 
In 1935, ten-year-old Alex Maki of Bainbridge Island, Washington, is horrified to discover that his new pen pal, Charlie 
Lévy of Paris, France, is a girl, but in spite of his initial reluctance, their letters continue over the years and they fight for 
their friendship even as Charlie endures the Nazi occupation and Alex leaves his family in an internment camp and joins 
the Army. 
YA FIC FUKUDA 
 
Goldstein, Lori. Sources Say (2020) 
When ex-power couple Angeline, a social influencer, and Leo, an injured athlete, face off for student council president, 
Angeline's sister, school newspaper editor Cat, and an underground newspaper editor also compete. 
YA FIC GOLDSTEIN 
 
Gregorio, I. W. This is my Brain in Love (2020) *2021 Schneider Family Book Award Winner 
Jocelyn Wu wants to make it through junior year without dying of boredom; to direct a short film with her BFF Priya 
Venkatram; and to get at least two months into the year without being compared to or confused with Peggy Chang, the 
only other Chinese girl in her grade. Will Domenici has two goals: to find a paying summer internship, and to prove he 
has what it takes to become an editor on his school paper. When Jos learns the Wu family restaurant may be going 
under, she and new employee, Will, try to bring A-Plus Chinese Garden into the 21st century (or, at least, to Facebook). 
It will take everything they have to save the family restaurant-- and their budding romance. 
YA FIC GREGORIO, YA PLAYAWAY GREGORIO, e-book 
 
Gulledge, Laura Lee. The Dark Matter of Mona Starr (2020) 
Sometimes, the world is too much for Mona Starr. She's sweet, geeky, and creative, but it's hard for her to make friends 
and connect with other people. She's like a lot of sensitive teenagers-but in the hands of graphic novelist Laura Lee 
Gulledge, Mona's struggle with depression takes on a vivid, concrete form. Mona calls it her Matter. The Matter gets 
everywhere, telling Mona she's not good enough, and that everyone around her wishes she would go away. But through 
therapy, art, writing, and the persistence of a few good friends, Mona starts to understand her Matter, and how she-and 
readers-can turn their fears into strengths. Heartfelt, emotionally vulnerable, and visually stunning, The Dark Matter of 
Mona Starr is a story that takes the inner life of a teenager seriously, while giving readers a new way to look at the 
universal quest for meaning and connection. 
YA GN GULLEDGE, Hoopla e-book 
 
Hahn, Erin. More Than Maybe (2020) 
Growing up under his punk rocker dad's spotlight, eighteen-year-old Luke Greenly knows fame and wants nothing to do 
with it. His real love isn't in front of a crowd, it's on the page. Hiding his gift and secretly hoarding songs in his bedroom 



at night, he prefers the anonymous comfort of the locally popular podcast he co-hosts with his outgoing and meddling, 
far-too-jealousy-inspiringly-happy-with-his-long-term-boyfriend twin brother, Cullen. But that's not Luke's only secret. 
He also has a major un-requited crush on music blogger, Vada Carsewell. Vada's got a five year plan: secure a job at the 
Loud Lizard to learn from local legend (and her mom's boyfriend) Phil Josephs (check), take over Phil's music blog 
(double check), get accepted into Berkeley's prestigious music journalism program (check, check, check), manage Ann 
Arbor's summer concert series and secure a Rolling Stone internship. Luke Greenly is most definitely NOT on the list. So 
what if his self-deprecating charm and out of this world music knowledge makes her dizzy? Or his brother just released a 
bootleg recording of Luke singing about some mystery girl on their podcast and she really, really wishes it was her? 
YA FIC HAHN, e-book 
 
Hammonds Reed, Christina. The Black Kids (2020) 
With the Rodney King riots closing in on high school senior Ashley and her family, the privileged bubble she has enjoyed, 
protecting her from the difficult realities most black people face, begins to crumble. 
YA FIC HAMMONDS REED, e-book, e-audio 
 
Ibañez, Isabel. Woven in Moonlight (2020) 
Ximena is the decoy Condesa, a stand-in for the last remaining Illustrian royal. Her people lost everything when the 
usurper, Atoc, used an ancient relic to summon ghosts and drive the Illustrians from La Ciudad. Now Ximena's motivated 
by her insatiable thirst for revenge, and her rare ability to spin thread from moonlight. When Atoc demands the real 
Condesa's hand in marriage, it's Ximena's duty to go in her stead. She relishes the chance, as Illustrian spies have 
reported that Atoc's no longer carrying his deadly relic. If Ximena can find it, she can return the true aristócrata to their 
rightful place. 
YA FIC IBAÑEZ, e-book 
 
Ifueko, Jordan. Raybearer (2020) 
Raised in isolation, Tarisai yearns for the closeness she could have as one of the Crown Prince's Council of 11, but her 
mother, The Lady, has magically compelled Tarisai to kill the Crown Prince. 
YA FIC IFUEKO, e-book, e-audio, Hoopla e-book 
 
Iloh, Candice. Every Body Looking (2020) *2021 Printz Honor Book 
When Ada leaves home for her freshman year at a Historically Black College, it’s the first time she’s ever been so far 
from her family—and the first time that she’s been able to make her own choices and to seek her place in this new 
world. As she stumbles deeper into the world of dance and explores her sexuality, she also begins to wrestle with her 
past—her mother’s struggle with addiction, her Nigerian father’s attempts to make a home for her. Ultimately, Ada 
discovers she needs to brush off the destiny others have chosen for her and claim full ownership of her body and her 
future. 
YA FIC ILOH, e-book 
 
Jackson, Tiffany D. Grown (2020) 
When legendary R&B artist Korey Fields spots Enchanted Jones at an audition, her dreams of being a famous singer take 
flight. Until Enchanted wakes up with blood on her hands and zero memory of the previous night. Who killed Korey 
Fields? Before there was a dead body, Enchanted's dreams had turned into a nightmare. Because behind Korey's charm 
and star power was a controlling dark side. Now he's dead, the police are at the door, and all signs point to Enchanted. 
YA FIC JACKSON, e-book, e-audio 
 
Jansen, Dani. The Year Shakespeare Ruined My Life (2020) 
Alison, desperate to be high school valedictorian, agrees to produce her school play and must navigate the drama that 
ensues, including her crush on Charlotte, the star of the play. 
YA FIC JANSEN 
 
Johnson, Leah. You Should See Me in a Crown (2020)  
Liz Lighty has always done her best to avoid the spotlight in her small, wealthy, and prom-obsessed midwestern high 
school, after all, her family is black and rather poor, especially since her mother died; instead she has concentrated on 



her grades and her musical ability in the hopes that it will win her a scholarship to elite Pennington College and their 
famous orchestra where she plans to study medicine--but when that scholarship falls through she is forced to turn to her 
school's scholarship for prom king and queen, which plunges her into the gauntlet of social media which she hates and 
leads her to discoveries about her own identity and the value of true friendships. 
YA FIC JOHNSON, e-book, e-audio, Hoopla e-audio 
 
Kenwood, Nina. It Sounded Better in my Head (2020) 
In the months between high school and university, eighteen-year-old Natalie must deal with her parents breaking up, 
her best friends getting together, and her own budding romance. 
YA FIC KENWOOD, e-book, e-audio 
 
Mabry, Samantha. Tigers, Not Daughters (2020) 
Three sisters in San Antonio are shadowed by guilt and grief over the loss of their oldest sister, who haunts their house. 
YA FIC MABRY, e-book 
 
Méndez, Yamile Saied. Furia (2020) 
Rosario, Argentina. At home Camila Hassan lives within her mother's narrow expectations, her soccer-star brother's 
shadow, and under the abusive rule of her short-tempered father. On the field, she is La Furia, a powerhouse of skill and 
talent. When her team qualifies for the South American tournament, Camila dreams of getting an athletic scholarship to 
a North American university. But her parents wouldn't allow a girl to play fúbol-- and she needs their permission to go 
any farther. Can she make her way in a world with no place for the dreams and ambition of a girl like her? 
YA FIC MENDEZ, e-book, Hoopla e-book, Hoopla e-audio 
 
McCauley, Kyrie. If These Wings Could Fly (2020) 
In Auburn, Pennsylvania, a farming community overrun with crows, high school senior Leighton struggles to keep herself 
and her sisters safe from their abusive father even as she starts a relationship. 
YA FIC MCCAULEY 
 
McCrina, Amanda. Traitor (2020) 
A half-Polish, half-Ukrainian Soviet Red Army soldier is taken in by a squad of insurgents in the wake of a shooting only 
to team up with the gang's war-scarred leader in the wake of a devastating betrayal. 
YA FIC MCCRINA, e-book, e-audio 
 
Nayeri, Daniel. Everything Sad is Untrue (2020) *2021 Printz Award Winner 
At the front of a middle school classroom in Oklahoma, a boy named Khosrou (whom everyone calls "Daniel") stands, 
trying to tell a story. His story. But no one believes a word he says. But Khosrou's stories are beautiful, and terrifying, 
from the moment his family fled Iran in the middle of the night with the secret police moments behind them, back to 
the refugee camps of Italy, and further back to Isfahan. 
YA FIC NAYERI, e-book, e-audio, Hoopla e-book 
 
Parsons, Ash. Girls Save the World in This One (2020) 
When ZombieCon comes to their small town, June and her best friends battle long lines for photo ops, meet their 
favorite actors, and save the world from actual zombies when things get real. 
YA FIC PARSONS, e-book 
 
Pentecost, Kate. Elysium Girls (2020) 
When the town of Elysium, Oklahoma, discovers that the world is under the control of two vengeful sister gods--Life and 
Death--a witch community leader and a trickster join forces to prevent an apocalypse. 
YA PENTECOST 
 
Pimienta, Jose. Suncatcher (2020) 
Beatriz must play the perfect song in order to free her grandfather's soul from his guitar after he passes away. 
YA GN PIMIENTA 



 
Rivera, Lilliam. Never Look Back (2020) 
A modern retelling of the myth Orpheus and Eurydice, in which Eury leaves Puerto Rico for the Bronx, haunted by losing 
all to Hurricane Maria and by evil spirit Ato, and meets a bachata-singing charmer, Pheus. 
YA FIC RIVERA 
 
Rossi, Veronica. Rebel Spy (2020) 
In 1776, fifteen-year-old Francisca escapes a dangerous life in the Bahamas by posing as a wealthy shipwreck victim, and 
soon finds herself a spy for George Washington in New York. 
YA FIC ROSSI, e-book 
 
Ryan, Tom. I Hope You’re Listening (2020) 
Seventeen-year-old Dee secretly hosts a popular true-crime podcast but when a missing child seems linked to the 
disappearance of her best friend ten years ago, she considers revealing her identity to uncover the truth. 
YA FIC RYAN, e-book 
 
Safier, David. 28 Days: A Novel of Resistance in the Warsaw Ghetto (2020) 
In Warsaw, Poland, in 1942, Mira faces impossible decisions after learning that the Warsaw ghetto is to be "liquidated," 
but a group of young people are planning an uprising against their Nazi captors. 
YA FIC SAFIER 
 
Sutcliffe, William. The Gifted, the Talented, and Me (2020) 
Fifteen-year-old Sam is happy to be ordinary, but when his family suddenly gets rich, moves to London, and enrolls Sam 
in a school for the gifted and talented, he struggles to find his way. 
YA FIC SUTCLIFFE 
 
Tokuda-Hall, Maggie. The Mermaid, the Witch, and the Sea (2020) 
Both Florian and Evelyn have lived their lives by the rules and beliefs of others, until they fall in love, and decide to take 
fate into their own hands, regardless of the consequences. 
YA FIC TOKUDA-HALL, YA PLAYAWAY TOKUDA-HALL, e-book 
 
Torres Sanchez, Jenny. We Are Not From Here (2020) 
Pulga has his dreams. Chico has his grief. Pequeña has her pride. And these three teens have one another. But, none of 
them have illusions about the town they've grown up in and the dangers that surround them. Even with the love of 
family, threats lurk around every corner. And when those threats become all too real, the trio knows they have no 
choice but to run: from their country, from their families, from their beloved home. Crossing from Guatemala through 
Mexico, they follow the route of La Bestia, the perilous train system that might deliver them to a better life -- if they are 
lucky enough to survive the journey. With nothing but the bags on their backs and desperation drumming through their 
hearts, Pulga, Chico, and Pequeña know there is no turning back, despite the unknown that awaits them. And the 
darkness that seems to follow wherever they go. 
YA FIC TORRES SANCHEZ, e-book, e-audio, Hoopla e-audio 
 
Tucholke, April Genevieve. Seven Endless Forests (2020) 
In this stand-alone companion novel to The Boneless Mercies, the Cut-Queen and her band of shaven-skulled witches, 
The Hounds, are using their dark magic in an attempt to kill or convert everyone in Vorseland. Well, almost everyone. 
Seventeen-year-old Torvi and her younger sister, Frigga, are still fighting for goodness and light in a land covered in 
snow. But when the Cut-Queen captures Frigga, Torvi teams up to rescue her sister or die trying. 
YA FIC TUCHOLKE 
 
Wein, Elizabeth. The Enigma Game (2020) 
Told in multiple voices, fifteen-year-old Jamaican Louisa Adair uncovers an Enigma machine in the small Scottish village 
where she cares for an elderly German woman, and helps solve a puzzle that could turn the tide of World War II. 
YA FIC WEIN, e-book 



 
Yang, Gene Luen. Dragon Hoops (2020) *2021 Printz Honor Book 
Gene understands stories - comic book stories, in particular. Big action. Bigger thrills. And the hero always wins. But 
Gene doesn't get sports. As a kid, his friends called him "Stick" and every basketball game he played ended in pain. He 
lost interest in basketball long ago, but at the high school where he now teaches, it's all anyone can talk about. The 
men's varsity team, the Dragons, is having a phenomenal season that's been decades in the making. Each victory brings 
them closer to their ultimate goal: the California State Championships. Once Gene gets to know these young all-stars, he 
realizes that their story is just as thrilling as anything he's seen on a comic book page. He knows he has to follow this 
epic to its end. What he doesn't know yet is that this season is not only going to change the Dragons' lives, but his own 
life as well. 
YA GN YANG, e-book 
 
Zabarsky, Jessi. Witchlight (2020) 
Sanja gets taken by Lelek, a witch, and they find themselves on an adventure to discover the truth about Lelek's powers 
and each other. 
YA GN ZABARSKY, e-book 
 
Zoboi, Ibi. Punching the Air (2020) 
From award-winning, bestselling author Ibi Zoboi and prison reform activist Yusef Salaam of the Exonerated Five comes 
a powerful YA novel in verse about a boy who is wrongfully incarcerated. A moving and deeply profound story about 
how one boy is able to maintain his humanity and fight for the truth, in a system designed to strip him of both. 
YA FIC ZOBOI, e-book, e-audio 
 
NONFICTION 
 
Cooper, Candy J. Poisoned Water: How the Citizens of Flint, Michigan Fought for Their Lives and Warned the Nation 
(2020) 
Reveals the true story of Flint, Michigan's poisoned water supply, describing how the water crisis unfolded in 2014 and 
the history of racism and segregation that led up to it. 
YA 363.7394 COOPER, e-book 
 
Feder, Tyler. Dancing at the Pity Party (2020) 
Tyler Feder shares her story of her mother's first oncology appointment to facing reality as a motherless daughter in this 
frank and refreshingly funny graphic memoir. 
YA GN FEDER 
 
Fleming, Candace. The Rise and Fall of Charles Lindbergh (2020) *2021 YALSA Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for 
Young Adults Winner 
A riveting biography of one of America's most celebrated heroes, and most complicated, troubled men, Charles 
Lindbergh. 
YA BIO LINDBERGH, e-book, e-audio 
 
Gansworth, Eric. Apple: Skin to the Core (2020) *2021 Printz Honor Book 
The term "Apple" is a slur in Native communities across the country. It's for someone supposedly "red on the outside, 
white on the inside." Eric Gansworth is telling his story in Apple: Skin to the Core. The story of his family, of Onondaga 
among Tuscaroras, of Native folks everywhere. From the horrible legacy of the government boarding schools, to a boy 
watching his siblings leave and return and leave again, to a young man fighting to be an artist who balances multiple 
worlds. Eric shatters that slur and reclaims it in verse and prose and imagery that truly lives up to the word 
heartbreaking. 
YA BIO GANSWORTH, YA PLAYAWAY BIO GANSWORTH, e-book, e-audio, Hoopla e-book 
 
 
 



Iftin, Abdi Nor. Call Me American: The Extraordinary True Story of a Young Somali Immigrant (2020) 
An intimate portrait of modern immigration describes how the author's family was forced by war to leave their home in 
Somalia before he received an opportunity to win the annual U.S. visa lottery. 
YA BIO IFTIN 
 
Jarrow, Gail. Blood and Germs: The Civil War Battle Against Wounds and Disease (2020) 
Explores the science and grisly history of U.S. Civil War medicine, using actual medical cases and first-person accounts by 
soldiers, doctors, and nurses. 
YA 973.775 JARROW 
 
Meltzer, Brad. The First Conspiracy: The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington (2020) 
In 1776, an elite group of soldiers was handpicked to serve as George Washington's bodyguards. Washington trusted 
them and relied on them. Unbeknownst to Washington, some of them were part of a treasonous plan. In the months 
leading up to the Revolutionary War, these traitorous soldiers, along with Governor of New York William Tryon and 
Mayor David Mathews, launched a deadly plot against the most important member of the military: George Washington 
himself. This is the story of their secret plot and how it was revealed. 
YA 973.41 MELTZER 
 
Montillo, Roseanne. Atomic Women: The Untold Stories of the Scientists who Helped Create the Nuclear Bomb (2019) 
They were leaning over the edge of the unknown and afraid of what they would discover there -- meet the World War II 
female scientists who worked in the secret sites of the Manhattan Project. Recruited not only from labs and universities 
from across the United States but also from countries abroad, these scientists helped in -- and often initiated -- the 
development of the atomic bomb, taking starring roles in the Manhattan Project. In fact, their involvement was critical 
to its success, though many of them were not fully aware of the consequences. 
YA 355.8251 MONTILLO, e-book 
 
Quiñones, Karen Cherro. Theodosia Burr: Teen Eyewitness to the Founding of the New Nation (2020) 
This book for young adult readers discusses the life of Theodosia Burr, daughter of Aaron Burr, and her involvement in 
the lives of the Founding Fathers of the new United States. The book includes primary source observations pulled from 
Theodosia's personal letters and other writings. 
YA BIO BURR 
 
Osborne, Linda Barrett. Guardians of Liberty: Freedom of the Press and the Nature of News (2020) 
Guardians of Liberty explores the essential and basic American ideal of freedom of the press. Allowing the American 
press to publish-even if what they're reporting is contentious-without previous censure or interference by the federal 
government was so important to the Founding Fathers that they placed a guarantee in the First Amendment to the 
Constitution. Citing numerous examples from America's past, from the American Revolution to the Vietnam War and the 
Civil Rights Movement to Obama's and Trump's presidencies, Linda Barrett Osborne shows how freedom of the press 
has played an essential role in the growth of this nation, allowing democracy to flourish. 
YA 323.445 Osborne 
 
Sabic-El-Rayess, Amra. The Cat I Never Named: A True Story of Love, War, and Survival (2020) *2021 YALSA Award for 
Excellence in Nonfiction for Young Adults Finalist 
In Bihac, Bosnia, in 1992, sixteen-year-old Amra and her family face starvation and the threat of brutal ethnic violence as 
Serbs and Bosnians clash, while a stray cat, Maci, provides solace. 
YA BIO SABIC-EL-RAYESS 
 
Sato, Kiyo. Kiyo Sato: From a WWII Japanese Internment Camp to a Life of Service (2021) 
This is the story of Kiyo Sato and her family and their experience in the U.S. Japanese Internment Camps during WWII. 
YA BIO SATO 
 
 



Soontornvat, Christina. All Thirteen: The Incredible Cave Rescue of the Thai Boys’ Soccer Team (2020) *2021 YALSA 
Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for Young Adults Finalist 
On June 23, 2018, twelve young players of the Wild Boars soccer team and their coach enter a cave in northern Thailand 
seeking an afternoon’s adventure. But when they turn to leave, rising floodwaters block their path out. The boys are 
trapped! Before long, news of the missing team spreads, launching a seventeen-day rescue operation involving 
thousands of rescuers from around the globe. As the world sits vigil, people begin to wonder: how long can a group of 
ordinary kids survive in complete darkness, with no food or clean water? 
YA 796.525 SOONTORNVAT, e-book 
 
Watson, Bruce. Freedom Summer for Young People: The Violent Season that Made Mississippi Burn and Made 
America a Democracy (2020) 
In the summer of 1964, as the Civil Rights movement boiled over, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) sent more than seven hundred college students to Mississippi to help black Americans already battling for 
democracy, their dignity and the right to vote. The campaign was called "Freedom Summer." But on the evening after 
volunteers arrived, three young civil rights workers went missing, presumed victims of the Ku Klux Klan. The 
disappearance focused America's attention on Mississippi. In the days and weeks that followed, volunteers and local 
black activists faced intimidation, threats, and violence from white people who didn't believe African Americans should 
have the right to vote. As the summer unfolded, volunteers were arrested or beaten. Black churches were burned. More 
Americans came to Mississippi, including doctors, clergymen, and Martin Luther King. A few frightened volunteers went 
home, but the rest stayed on in Mississippi, teaching in Freedom Schools, registering voters, and living with black people 
as equals. Freedom Summer brought out the best and the worst in America. The story told within these pages is of 
everyday people fighting for freedom, a fight that continues today. 
YA 323.1196 WATSON 


